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Experiments - Results

Context: Text-Image Retrieval

Collection and features:
• ImageCLEFphoto’06 (20,000 images with captions, 60
query topics with binary assessments)
• 60 extracted query/document similarities (BM25,
SIFT....) normalized by query and by similarity
• 5 cross-validation folds where each fold contains training/validation/test query sets
Textual pooling influence on the visual model:
Task: produce a sorted list of images given a user query
Problem: how to efficiently learn a ranking function ?
Our work: evaluation of the impact of the depth of a pooling methodology on Learning-to-Rank (LTR) algorithms.
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Aim: improve diversity and avoid being biased by only one
similarity during the learning step.
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• build lists of top-k documents retrieved by models
(BM25, TFIDF and 2 language models)
• merge the lists to obtain a training set
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Textual pooling has a strong impact on the visual model
(BLλ=0 ). Consequently, constituting a filtered pool by textual information improves visual model performances.

Our work: what is the influence of k on LTR algorithms
Depth-k pooling on LTR algorithms:
in text-image retrieval ?
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Conclusion
• OWPC gives the best results and SV M RAN K has surprisingly lower performances than BM25.

Baseline and Learning-To-Rank Models
Baseline: BL(q, d) = λST ext (qt , dt )+(1−λ)SV isual (qv , dv )
where ST ext (qt , dt ) = BM 25 and SV isual (qv , dv ) =
maxqi (HistoHSV (qi , di )) is the maximum fusion operator
applied of histogram distances of HSV.

• Textual pooling improves models performances.
• The depth of the pooling (k) need to be well fixed.
• Future direction: effects of adding visual models in
the pooling step.
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